
Mr . Richard R . Smith,
120 East 39th street,
New York 16, New York

14 April 1945

Dear Mr . Smith :

The enclosed letter will speak for itself . Overseas at
the present time, and unable to trace the address of Mr . MMerrell-Wolff,
I am asking if you, as his publisher, will be so good as to forward this
letter to him .

With gratitude for your assistance, and appreciation of
the spirit shown in your preface to 'ppathways Through to Space,

I am, most sincerely,

w lliam W. Joned



lL April 1945

Dear Mr . Merrell-Wolff :

This is to express very humbly my profound grati-
tude for your great work, "pathways Through to Space" . It is to me one of
those utterances which, every so often in the lives of men, is the exceed-
ingly "personal"" answer to the deepest of their questionings . It is the
only book I have found which not only can, but should, stand beside the
books of your intellectual brother, Ouspensky . For me, wonderful as are
"Tertium Organism" and "A New Yodel of the Universe", there has always been
an element missing which I have been unable to supply for myself, and
which I have at last found, with a sense of relief-- and release-- in
your volume . But of that element perhaps I can speak later .

Aware, intensely, of your problem of ttwithdrawalti,
I am nevertheless venturing to ask whether you intend in the future in
any way to teach ; receiving as I do so much that is fundamental to Growth
in the message of you and Ouspensky, it would be a tremendous inspiration
if, after my return to the States, I might come in personal contact with
you, however indirectly . I realize that your relation to the world today
may be changed radically by the passage of the briefest of time-- but
even the possibility that I might be able to come within your sphere for
a short period would be of great help in planning the broader outlines
of action on dismissal from the Service .

If, since the publication of "pathways Through to
Space", you have withdrawn completely and are no longer a teacher, let me
apologize for the intrusion ; but whatever your position, let me once more
express my, gratitude for your book and appreciation of the spirit that
prompted it .

With deepest wishes for your continued Realization

I am, very sincerely,

William ;f . Jones

S/Sgt william q. Jones
33529047
PID, HQ 103d Infantry Division
APO #1.70, c/o Post Master,
New York , New York



Lone P ire, Calf
Lay 15, 1945 .

~: Dear Sergeant Jones;

E Your letter was a real satisfaction. It is indeed nQ intrusion to wt
write and you need not apologise . I suppose that all writers of books
wish to know the reader and what the book means to him . Perhaps too

i often we who have rea d books ha re over-looked the attitude of the ~ .
writer. Naturally orie wishes to know what his . work means to the reader
and may ha ve a serious concern in the further .probleas which the
reader may raise . I weloome'all response, favorable or adverse . 1

q It is a deep satisfaction to me that the book has served you . It'waa
' written with the hope that, it might . serve . 'Certain meanings, podtbilitis. i

and requirements of the Way that I found distinctly important I did not
find noted in any literature ., ruoh of my aim was to fill this gap as fw
as lay in MY-power . .. The Oriental leaves much unsaid which is imports at
to us of the I est. i

Greatly would' .I appreciate it if you,would speak of that element you
found in "P athways" .which you had not found elsewhere nor .,had been

' able .to_supply yourself . Knowing .this may be . quite valuable to me .

I had not thought of a similarity to Ouspenskq though on reflection
-: I think I see what you mean .-'The mathematical interest is in common

'and .6e aimed at a logic of in uitioa in his " Tertium Orga um" . Actualk
I' have devoted a great deal of thought to the structure of the Third
Function, though little'of this appears in the s .P athways" . I have a .

h much larger manuscript in which I have seriously worked upon this probl*
though :1 call the function "Introception" to differentiate it from the -
lower forms of intuition . You impress, me with your own intuition in
having, apparently, caught this from the brief references in "Pathways" .

While I air not as much 1 on the platform as' formerly, none the less I
do occasionally give classes in association with Mrs . Merrell-coif o
We are not inaccessible to those who are interested .

Yours very sincerely, .,

Franklin Merrell-Wolff

Box 628, .
8 an Fernando$ Calif .'

r •



26 June 1945

`Dear, Mr .- Merrill-Wolff : .
Concerning tthe .. element ,' your "Pathways"

supplied as has no other source . The personal'.problem you are
helping . to solve is also a major culture-problem of our age and
people . In my case-- and in the case of many others , I am con-
vinced--- there is a barrier, which is perhaps even more . difficult
to surmount, initially , thn is-'either egoism ; somnambulistic
consciousness , sensual desire , or false predication . . it would . ;,
require a rather long exposition to trace all the roots of this,
difficulty--' they , are many and :various , and it is not necessary .:
to mention them here ; I would - simply. state that lam not ignorant-
of the complexity of the inhibiting trouble, especiall y in the
Western temperament . Much of, it is in the form of feeble excuses
whined out by the lower ' self to the higher belf ; but there is,
among the welter of motives ,- also- a sincere objection , which .l
have faced-for years , and which ie, a much 'greater : barrier, of
others of - my .immediate acquaintance .'

Yhere - is`in the Western temperament a tre- ,
mendous unwillingness to set out .on the Path if such .a'.step means
a Re,treat '- from Society--- call , it whatelse .one will , Duty; Service ;
Reality, in the more commonly accepted sense , of the word . An un-
willingness, in essense , to'achieve ones own Greater Life -- win to
RLcognition-- at ..the price of failing to help others , to the , maxi-.
mum, gain their ultimately less Real Ends .

,'For .it-would certainly seem that, initially,
at least , some degree of Retreat is necessary : other Conditions
must absolutely beset up-- conditions which would draw one away
from the people whom he ..would help . One problem , with" many, questions . .
"More and.more . the Desire to . serve, in . the deepest sense . At the

. .same time,eanever-resting Desire to win to -the• . Recognition, whatever
the conditions'necessary . The . .two Desires would seem irreconcilable,
for the Way is a very. definite out-from-the-masses -living : - Is with-
drawal, -even for a ,time, playing traitor .to -the People : for i s not
daily emonstration the !'a of Vla~Ys- 2 Above all, is there assurance
hat-Reco lion, iill-bring Tth- It a Service-Power which will justify
the retreat ?" . The problem ,-.-I khew',- was not as simple as it :seemed on
the surface : I sensed a . Mystery dwelling behind this,'as behind all,
the-great problems . And, while intellectually the words of your

chapter " The .Relation of Karma ,'to_Recognition " are as difficult to
the Reason as have been . those of-any answer , intuitively I,see through
your exposition what it can all .mean ,_ and there is now''a stabiliza-
tion of intention as there has never ' been before :, I 'shall give back
to- you in your own words .what ` is giving' me more and reore' integration :
'no one has expressed this particular Mystery quite as intelligibly :

"Now when a man enters Nirvana,--He closes His
karmic taccounts , .. as it were, not .by becoming inaccessible too his .
creditors , but, on the contrary, . by paying all His debts in another
and immeasurably better coin . It is - as .though a man had contracted'
debts in terms of -. the various - base metals and then finally paid those
debts in an equal or greater weight of pure gold . Thus none of the



creditors are cheated, but quite otherwise they are enriched as
never before . The method involved in this process is, in one sense,
simple, yet at the same time quite mysterious . .When, through.Recogni-
tion, a Man pierces into the Nirvanic Level,-he .becomes consciously
One with an Infinite Sea of Consciousness . and Energy . From this in-
exhaustible supply, at once and automatically, He pours forth values
to all those with whom He, has karmic . obligations, and this act leads .
all-such forward, in some . degree, toward their own Recognition . . 'W'here
is no debt that such a service would not repay abundantly . Thus .no
Man enters Nirvana without in some measure blessing the world in that .
very achievement ."

Until the time when I shall myself be able to
put into words something : of the great meaningfulness which you have
suggested so powerfully,`

I am, 'with gratitude,

William W . Jone '

S/Sgt William Y Jones, 33529047,
PID, HQ 103d Infantry Division, .
APO 470, Post 1 ster, .New York, NY



San Fernando, Calif.,
July 14, 1945 .

Dear Sergeant Jones :

Thank you for your letter . You have brought
out a problem worthy of ser ious consideration, But while certain
factors which you have emp1i sized do have the char acter of a
b'rrier , part of what you eay ioeo not constitute a barrier at-all,
I shall speak first of thin .

If a man refrained from satisfying a desire to enter retreat
for the purpose of otr .ving for i eeo a.ition becauie he felt that
by so doing he would be de serttng othsre who had a real need of
his services , then , far from having delayed his spiritual progress
he would have ,aterir l.ly advanced It . Zuch a stop would constitute
substantial progress in the overcoming of egoistz . In fact the
Pilgrim is almost certain to be. faced by a test of this sort and
In choosing the course which sooris to him the renunciation of his
own attain ont would tin the test and ;really hasten the day of
the real Attainment, You may rewenber that in the HOW law
the aspirant Is forbidden to leave the duties of the householder
until they have been completed . Then he Is free to enter retreat .
Further, according to the sutras , Buddha said that the householder
in the faithful performance of his duties was involved in no
disabilities, The discipline is different , but the possibility
is just as great as in the case of the ascetic, Natur ally, there
is an exception in the case of those who from birth are dedicated
to the Realization , but these are an exception to the general rule,

But the desire for social relations is by no means necessarily
an expression of self-sacrifice for the purpose of service, Here
we gust take into consideration differences due to individual
psychology, The extr-averted. type, unlike the introvert, gains
enhancement of his individual life by multiplicity of contacts,
Isolation le for him a deprivation . He is nurished by his relltton
to the object -r especially the Wan object. In his case, social-
mindedness Is certainly not unmixed with aelf-intcreot, thouhh
his motivation may not

A tent,
clear to ham. He may even credit him-

self with altruistic ttent, when actually he is making a
nuisance of himself in interfering In the lives of others,, This
Is the great sin of the collectivist - the unwillingness to let
the other be himself, he is often like the hen who objects
strenously when her duck chicks enter the water and like Q
Not all birds like what chickens like , and this the tempex fental
collectivist is apt to forget when he seeks to impose upon others
that which he likes, for their own good.-When all the while those
others do not liks it at all, and may be even injured by It . We
Oceidentalc need very much to learn that one of the highest
services consists in permitting the other fellow to be himself.

Now, if the reison an individuall refuses the search for
Realization is of the order oultined in the last paragraph,
then such social-mindedness in a barrier . Z, too, think that
this is an important barrier in the case of the Westerner . It
is simply a phase of the attachment to the object and involves
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a phase of egoism,

cce have our personal dut .os which he have no right to neglect
even for the seeking of Realization . But aupposing these duties
have boon not, and, supposo further, the individual is actuated
by the motivation of sook"thie highest general hu ;tan Good, what
is the courso for him, to fake which would serve this end Most
effectively? The answer varies in Individual canes, but It the
given Indivii ual Is one who has reached the stare ;:herein he 1s
k"rmtcly ready for the Rebirth, they for him, It would appearA
that prep. ration for spiritual aervic Is the hichest duty,
Sirply by attaining hie own Realization he brin6s spiritual
Li&t ht into hi.e o:.n,x milieu and ray further function by facilitating
the Realization of others . This is the highest poo3ible service .
But one cannot lead others who has not h :'self bsen over the Trail*
Hence, maoterin , the v-ay is his first task,, just as one who would
serve a_- a physician i uat first master the knowledre and skill of
a coripetent physician. Thus, the period of life in retreat would
corrs6pond to the pphyuicisn's period of training . A blind span
is not a good leader of the blind, but if such a ,::an gains his
sight then he has acquired the primary eruip .::ent for a leader,

Rod, there icy an-:her ccnsid:ora Lion which I have notes found
given explicit recognition in literature, thou&h it Is implied ;
The oorvl c : of the h=.aa qua human is not the only kind of service,
In his total nature, man is a god as well as a human being . And
that god in nan Tea " s what the hum 3n has to off A or as truly as
the later is 1n need, of t b3 spiritual Li .t cf the flod, Now
irhile e cannot say that the god cuffer~o in the hturan sense of
suffering as the b=an noglot.ently fritters a' :a j its life, yet
that divine side of the being is frustrated and euffores in Its
way„, We have a duty to the God as well as to the human side of
the man, and, for my part I viaa this a- the higher duty, The
suffering of the God Is vicarious while that of t1he human is
richly deserved. 1:hioh, therefore, rakes the ;ra,-ter demand
upon one's compassion? The Realization implies union with the .
God and completee the God as will as the hum man side of the man,
To seek the Realization because of love of the God Is a3 truly
unselfish as to desire the good the the human qua human . This
is a truth forgotten in the Spelt, especially in our day .

I hope that what I have said will be of help to you . Do not
hesitate to write further, if you feel so inclined, for anything
which helps to render the Kay clearer in general saves my purposes,

Yourst
X

;Irery sincerely,

Box 628 Franklin Morrell--WW; olff
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